Abstract-Time division multiple access (TDMA) is often used in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), especially for critical applications, as it provides high energy efficiency, guaranteed bandwidth, bounded and predictable latency, and absence of collisions. However, TDMA is vulnerable to selective jamming attacks. In TDMA transmission, slots are typically pre-allocated to sensor nodes, and each slot is used by the same node for a number of consecutive superframes. Hence, an adversary could thwart a victim node's communication by simply jamming its slot(s). Such attack turns out to be effective, energy efficient, and extremely difficult to detect. In this paper, we present JAMMY, a distributed and dynamic solution to selective jamming in TDMA-based WSNs. Unlike traditional approaches, JAMMY changes the slot utilization pattern at every superframe, thus making it unpredictable to the adversary. JAMMY is decentralized, as sensor nodes determine the next slot utilization pattern in a distributed and autonomous way. Results from performance analysis of the proposed solution show that JAMMY introduces negligible overhead yet allows multiple nodes to join the network, in a limited number of superframes.
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INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are being used in a variety of domains including industrial applications, factory automation, environmental and health monitoring and critical infrastructures. In such applications, time division multiple access (TDMA) is often used to access the shared wireless medium. In TDMA, time is divided into a sequence of periodic superframes, each consisting of a fixed number of transmission slots. Typically, slots are allocated to sensor nodes such that each node needs to be active only during its own slot(s), while it can sleep for the rest of the time. It is known that TDMA provides guaranteed bandwidth, high energy efficiency, absence of collisions (i.e., reliability), as well as bounded and predictable latency.
Unfortunately, TDMA suffers from selective jamming attack, a particularly insidious form of denial-of-service (DoS) that allows an adversary to completely thwart the communication of a victim node with a very low probability to be detected. In TDMA-based WSNs, a node typically retains its slot for many consecutive superframes. Therefore, an adversary could preliminarily monitor communication and detect the slot of the victim node. Then, the adversary could jam that slot-feigning a collision, for example-and sleep for the rest of the superframe. Such an attack is very effective, energy efficient, and much more difficult to be detected than a traditional wide-band jamming [1] . Although several methods are available for jamming detection [2] , their applications to selective jamming is greatly complicated by the limited exposure time of the adversary and the limited amount of traffic affected by the attack.
Both physical-layer solutions and cyber countermeasures against selective jamming have been proposed in the literature, but they all exhibit some limitations. For example, solutions operating at the physical layer rely on spreadspectrum techniques, increased transmission power, and antenna polarization or directional transmission [3] , [4] . Unfortunately, they only make the attack more difficult, but are not able to neutralize it. Furthermore, these solutions are more suitable for military networks with a large design space, whereas commercial networks do not have the same flexibility, since they must conform to norms and laws. Cyber countermeasures for WSNs include [5] , [6] , [7] . However, they are mainly tailored to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and, hence, are not general. Furthermore, DEEJAM [5] is based on frequency hopping, redundant encoding, and packet fragmentation, and thus introduces a significant computing and communication overhead. Finally, [7] is a totally centralized solution, where sensor nodes regularly exchange messages with a Coordinator node, and hence displays a considerable energy consumption.
To overcome these limitations, we propose JAMMY, a novel distributed and dynamic solution against selective jamming attacks in TDMA-based WSNs. The proposed methodology is based on a key idea, i.e., randomly permuting the slot utilization pattern on a superframe basis. By doing so, the slot(s) used by a sensor node change(s) unpredictably at each superframe. Hence, the adversary is forced to jam slots picked at random in the hope to guess the ones used by the victim node. Assuming that a single slot per sensor node is used at each superframe, the probability of a successful selective jamming attack is 1=N; where N is the number of slots in a superframe. JAMMY is distributed, as each sensor node computes the slot to use in the next superframe autonomously (i.e., without exchanging data) and in a consistent way (i.e., without causing collisions). JAMMY is also dynamic as it manages dynamic join and leave of multiple nodes. Finally, JAMMY is general as, in principle, it can be used in any TDMA network.
We evaluated the performance of our proposed solution through both simulation experiments and measurements in a real large-scale testbed. We also compared it with a centralized solution, both in steady-state and dynamic conditions. Our results show that JAMMY is effective. It is also efficient as it introduces a negligible processing overhead and no communication. Also, JAMMY allows new sensor nodes to join the network in a limited time, with consequent benefits in terms of energy consumption.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related works. Section 3 introduces the system model and the attack model. Sections 4, 5, and 6 present JAMMY. Specifically, Section 4 describes how sensor nodes compute the next slot utilization pattern in a distributed way, while Sections 5 and 6 describe how JAMMY manages the leaving and joining of sensor nodes, respectively. Section 7 analyzes the performance of JAMMY in steady-state conditions. Section 8 analyzes its performance in dynamic conditions. The results in dynamic conditions are presented in Section 9. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 10.
RELATED WORK
Jamming is considered one of the most common DoS attacks, as well as a severe security issue in wireless communications [1] , [2] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . In the context of WSNs, jamming attacks aim at interfering with the network's operational frequencies. Xu et al. [2] have classified jamming attacks in WSNs as constant, deceptive, random, and reactive.
The objective of a constant jammer is to corrupt all network packets, by continually transmitting random signals. However, such an "always-on" jamming strategy is based on the continuous presence of a high interference level, hence it is easy to detect [2] , [11] . On the other hand, a deceptive jammer injects a constant stream of bytes into the network, making it look as legitimate traffic. Unlike constant jamming, deceptive jamming is harder to detect using monitoring tools, since legitimate traffic is sent on the medium. The main disadvantage of both the aforementioned jamming strategies is their power inefficiency that limits the attacker's ability to be perpetual (i.e., without depending on an external power source). In this regard, a more efficient strategy is random jamming. It consists of alternating sleep and jamming phases, thus reducing power consumption, but this is usually less effective than constant and deceptive jamming. Finally, a smarter and more power efficient approach is reactive jamming, which performs jamming only when transmissions from other nodes take place. Reactive jamming is likely to be confused with regular collisions, hence it is much more difficult to detect.
In [6] , [7] , [13] , the authors considered selective jamming, a particular form of reactive jamming aimed at disturbing communication among sensor nodes according to specific criteria and objectives. Among the above jamming strategies, selective jamming is more difficult to detect due to the reduced adversary exposure, as well as more power efficient. In this paper, we focus on a specific type of selective jamming, where the adversary aims at disrupting communication of one particular sensor node. Such an attack is very easy to perform in a TDMA-based WSN. Since a node typically retains a slot for many consecutive superframes, an adversary has to monitor communication, detect such a slot and jam it in order to completely thwart the node's communications. Also, the attack is power efficient, as the adversary has to activate her radio only during slots used by the victim node.
Approaches against jamming proposed in the literature can be divided into physical-layer solutions and cyber countermeasures (our proposed solution JAMMY belongs to the latter class). Physical-layer solutions try to prevent a jammer from interfering with network operational frequencies. The most relevant proposals in this class have been surveyed by Mpitziopoulos et al. [3] . The authors mainly consider Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) [14] , a spread-spectrum transmission method that switches a carrier among many frequency channels, according to an algorithm shared by the transmitter and receiver. Frequency hopping is based on the premise that operating on a channel orthogonal to the jammer suppresses the jamming interference. However, since current commercial systems use only a small number of orthogonal bands, and adjacent orthogonal channel interference exists, frequency hopping has been shown to be rather ineffective [15] . Additionally, Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) is also considered. It consists of multiplying data to be transmitted (RF carrier) by a Pseudo-Noise (PN) digital signal having a frequency (chip rate) much higher than the original signal. This replaces the original RF signal with a wide bandwidth signal displaying a spectrum equivalent to a noise signal, thus minimizing unauthorized interception and jamming of radio transmission between nodes. However, Mpitziopoulos et al. stress that, although the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [16] relies on DSSS, this does not make it invulnerable to jamming attack. Moreover, the network is likely to be taken down by jamming, due to the limited supported chip rate, and the restricted transmission power of sensor nodes. The main drawback of physical-layer solutions is that they are not actually able to neutralize jamming attack.
Cyber countermeasures, on the other hand, assume that it is always possible for a jammer to interfere with network's regular transmissions and make use of security schemes to contrast jamming. The majority of solutions following this approach addresses constant jamming [4] , [11] , [17] , [18] , while relatively fewer solutions target selective jamming [5] , [6] , [7] , [19] . In the following, we survey only cyber countermeasures addressing selective jamming. Our proposal JAMMY also falls in this category.
Wood et al. [5] proposed DEEJAM, a new Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol that provides defense against jammers using IEEE 802.15.4-based hardware. DEEJAM relies on frequency hopping, redundant encoding and packet fragmentation, and aims at hiding packets from a jammer node, thus evading its search and limiting the impact of packets that are corrupted anyway. DEEJAM is compatible with existing nodes' hardware. However, it is a solution specifically tailored to 802.15.4 WSNs and introduces significant computational and energy costs in resource constrained sensor nodes. [6] analyze a specific selective jamming attack, where the adversary thwarts the transmission of particularly important kinds of packets. They also proposed some methods, based on cryptographic primitives, to mitigate the attack effects. Encryption of transmitted packets is an effective solution against packet classification. However, it requires that the entire packet, including the header, is encrypted (it is a common practice to leave the header unencrypted, so that receivers can early abort the reception of packets not destined to them). In their work, Proano et al. considered a jammer that continuously senses and classifies packets, in order to perform selective jamming based on their importance. Instead, in this paper we consider a different model of jammer, where the attacker does not need to continuously monitor the channel to effectively perform jamming attack.
Proaño and Lazos
In [19] , Ashraf et al. proposed Jam-Buster, a low overhead framework against selective jamming. Jam-Buster relies on multi-block payloads, equal size of packets, and randomization of nodes' wake up time, to eliminate differentiation of packet types and reduce predictability of transmission times. Hence, the adversary is forced to transmit more jamming signals, and thus spend more energy to be effective. Also, more jamming transmissions eventually result in a faster detection of the jamming source. Jam-Buster does not try to outsmart the adversary through an actual antijamming solution, but focuses on making selective jamming less efficient and convenient to perform.
The closest work to JAMMY is [7] , which proposes a countermeasure against the GTS-based selective jamming in 802.15.4 networks. GTS is basically a form of TDMA communication, where up to seven reserved time slots in each superframe are allocated to sensor nodes by a central Coordinator. GTS is extremely vulnerable and prone to selective jamming attack [16] . In [7] , the authors proposed a centralized solution where the slot utilization pattern is computed, and randomly changed at each superframe, by the Coordinator node. This reduces the attack effectiveness to at most 1=7. However, the central Coordinator represents a single point of failure. In addition, this solution is tailored to IEEE 802.15.4 and, hence, not general. In contrast, JAMMY is distributed, because it does not require the presence of any central entity, although multiple nodes are still able to leave and join the network at any time. Finally, although JAMMY is proposed in the context of WSNs, it is a general solution that, in principle, can be used in any TDMA-based wireless network.
A preliminary, non optimized, version of JAMMY is presented in [20] , which focused on single-hop WSNs; new sensor nodes were allowed to join only one at a time, and those already present in the network were required to transmit additional information at every superframe. On the other hand, the enhanced solution presented in this paper considers multi-hop WSNs and allows multiple nodes to simultaneously join at any time. Also, it does not require to transmit any additional information to counteract selective jamming, thereby introducing no communication overhead.
SYSTEM AND ADVERSARY MODEL
This section introduces the system and adversary models, and describe the selective jamming attack considered in the paper. We consider a multi-hop WSN represented by a communication graph G ¼ ðU; LÞ, where U ¼ fu 1 ; . . . ; u n g is the set of nodes in the network and L ¼ fl 1 ; . . . ; l m g is the set of directed edges l ¼ ðu i ; u j Þ, representing a link between node u i and u j . Specifically, an edge l ¼ ðu i ; u j Þ exists iff node u i transmits data to node u j .
In the considered WSN, nodes access the wireless medium using a TDMA method. This means that time is divided into periodic superframes of equal duration, each one of which is in turn composed of N equally-sized slots. In the following, s i for i ¼ 1; . . . ; N, will denote the ith slot in the superframe. Slots are used by sensor nodes for transmitting/receiving data packets. Specifically, each sensor node remains active only during its own slots while it sleeps in the remaining time. Each slot is long enough to allow the transmission of a maximum-size data packet and the reception of the related acknowledgement (ACK). For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume that, in any superframe, a sensor node can use at most one slot to transmit data (Uniqueness Property) and uses it to communicate with a single intended receiver.
Many links can be simultaneously active during the same slot provided that they do not interfere with each other. In particular, at every link, no collisions have to occur during both the data packet and ACK transmission (Collision-Free Property). In other words, for every link l ¼ ðu i ; u j Þ 2 L, it must be guaranteed that, when link ðu i ; u j Þ is active, i) no other node within the interference range of u j transmits data; and ii) no other node within the interference range of u i receives data (and, hence, sends ACKs). For each link l 2 L, we define a set of interfering links IðlÞ which includes all the links belonging to L that interfere with l (note that IðlÞ contains l itself). Thus, the Collision-Free condition is straightforwardly defined as follows:
where x l ðsÞ is a binary variable, such that x l ðsÞ ¼ 1 if link l 2 L is active during s, and 0 otherwise. This means that, if link l is active during slot s, the associated interfering set IðlÞ contains one active link only, i.e. l itself. We also assume that the considered WSN has a dynamic membership, i.e. sensor nodes may join and leave dynamically. Specifically, a sensor node joins the WSN when its mission starts, and leaves it when its mission terminates. Upon joining the WSN, a node runs a decentralized Slot Acquisition algorithm in order to acquire a slot to be used for its subsequent data transmissions. We do not commit to any specific slot acquisition algorithm, provided that the adopted one satisfies the Uniqueness and Collision-Free properties as defined above. We further assume that a node retains the acquired slot until it leaves the network. Upon leaving, it releases the slot, which becomes available to other joining nodes.
With reference to the above system model, we consider an external adversary whose objective is to disrupt all transmissions of one specific victim node, by performing a selective jamming attack, i.e., by maliciously transmitting during the victim's transmission slot. We assume that the adversary does not compromise any sensor node, either physically or logically, but she is able to eavesdrop and jam any communication within the WSN. In addition, while performing the attack, the adversary is willing to be as much invisible as possible, in order to limit the likelihood of being detected, and to save as much energy as possible. Specifically, the considered adversary can easily succeed in playing the selective jamming attack under the aforementioned constraints as follows. First, she monitors communications for one or more superframes, and identifies the slot used by the victim node for data transmission. The specific approach that the adversary adopts to perform this task is not important here. For instance, she may exploit some prior knowledge such as the victim's identifier, its position in the network, or the type of traffic it produces. Then, starting from the next superframe, the adversary systematically jams that slot as follows. The adversary stays quiet until the victim's slot and starts transmitting a radio signal as soon as it senses the victim's activity on the channel. This behavior features a form of reactive jamming that is harder to detect [1] . Since the victim uses the same slot in all superframes, the attack is 100% effective. Besides, it is also energy-efficient, as the adversary has to jam only one slot per superframe, while she can turn off her radio during all other slots. Finally, the attack becomes hardly-detectable, as it exposes the adversary for a very limited amount of time (one slot per superframe).
Throughout the paper, we refer to jammed area as the portion of the WSN within which no packets can be correctly received during the attack performance. Note that, in order to successfully carry out the selective jamming attack, the jammed area must include the receiver node associated with the victim node.
THE JAMMY ALGORITHM
The selective jamming attack described above is based on the observation that, in a traditional TDMA approach, the same slot is typically used by a sensor node for data transmission for many consecutive superframes (e.g., until the node leaves the network). Hence, one way to contrast the attack is to change the slot utilization pattern at every superframe, so making it unpredictable. This means that the adversary must not be able to predict the slot to be used by the sensor node in the next superframe, even after observing a number of superframes. Thus, the only strategy available to the adversary to perform the selective jamming attack while retaining power-efficiency and hard-detectability is to randomly pick a slot and jam it. It follows that the attack effectiveness decreases to 1=N, where N is the superframe size (see Section 7) .
In order to achieve such a goal, at the end of every superframe we can compute the next slot utilization pattern as a random permutation of the current one. However, unpredictability is not sufficient. We also require that sensor nodes are able to compute the next utilization pattern autonomously, i.e., relying only on locally available information. In addition, the computation of the slot utilization pattern must be consistent. That is, all the nodes in the network must autonomously compute the same permutation. Otherwise, collisions would occur and the Collision-Free property would not be guaranteed anymore.
To fulfill such requirements, we assume that every node executes a random permutation algorithm. At the end of each superframe, every node randomly permutes the current slot utilization pattern, thus producing the next one.
Typically, a random permutation algorithm uses a random number generator. In order to prevent collisions, nodes must compute the same permutation and, thus, have to produce the same sequence of random numbers. It follows that nodes must use pseudo-random number generators which must be maintained in the same internal state. This also implies that, when a new node joins the network, its generator must be initialized into the same internal state as the one of the nodes already in the network. Also, to fulfill the unpredictability requirement, the sequence of psedorandom numbers must also be unpredictable, and therefore the pseudo-random number generator must be secure [21] .
In the following, we present our countermeasure against selective jamming in detail. Specifically, in Section 4.1, we introduce the random permutation algorithm and the secure pseudo-random number generator (SPRNG) used in JAMMY. Then, we analyse the system in steady state condition, i.e., when no sensor nodes join/leave the network (Section 4.2). Finally, we relax this assumption and show that sensor nodes may join and leave at any time without jeopardizing the solution (Sections 5 and 6).
It is worth noting that an adversary could still completely jam the network by performing a wide-band jamming. Alternatively, she could continuously monitor the network in order to detect the new slot used by the victim node, and then jam it. However, by doing so, she would compromise her hard-detectability and power efficiency. Specifically, a wide-band jamming would make the adversary considerably easier to be detected [1] . Furthermore, wide-band jamming and continuous monitoring would increase the adversary's power consumption, thus making the attack inconvenient from the energy point of view.
On Implementing a Random Permutation
In this section, we introduce the two basic components of JAMMY, namely a random permutation algorithm and a Secure Pseudo-Random Number Generator. While the literature provides many instances of such algorithms, we need to design two of them which are affordable on resource constrained sensor nodes. As to the random permutation algorithm, we have used the Fisher-Yates algorithm [22] , also known as the Knuth shuffle algorithm, which runs in OðnÞ time. We have implemented the SPRNG by means of a block cipher in the counter mode (Algorithm 1) [21] . Let Eðx; yÞ denote a cipher which encrypts a plaintext y by means of a key x. First, we provide the generator with an encryption key K, and initialize a counter z to a random seed z 0 . Then, we apply the cipher to the sequence of values z; ðz þ 1Þ; ðz þ 2Þ; . . . ; so producing the output random sequence EðK; zÞ; EðK; z þ 1Þ; EðK; z þ 2Þ; . . .. In the following, we call counter z the internal state of the generator, and K the permutation key. We assume also that K is kept secret and its length discourages an exhaustive key search. This is a common method to build a SPRNG out of a cipher [21] , [23] . The crucial design requirement is that the cipher must be secure. Here we refer to the AES, which has the following two advantages. The first one is security: there is currently no known analytical attack against AES with a complexity less than a brute-force attack [23] . The other advantage is that AES is affordable on resource-constrained sensor nodes. Besides, commercially-available sensor node platforms such as Tmote Sky provide AES-128 encryption in hardware, with negligible overhead in terms of delay, storage, and energy consumption [24] . An optimized random permutation algorithm, for transmitter-only nodes, is reported in the Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TDSC.2015.2467391. Algorithm 1. Secure Pseudo-Random Number Generator
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The Secure Slot Permutation (SSP) Algorithm
We are now in a position to describe the Secure Slot Permutation algorithm used by JAMMY to protect communications against selective jamming attack. In this section, we assume that, after the system initialization, the WSN membership is static, i.e., no sensor nodes join/leave.
We assume that every sensor node maintains a permutation vector, namely a vector of N unsigned elements, which represents the node's view of the current slot utilization pattern. We denote by v u the permutation vector of node u where v u ½i refers to the ith slot in the superframe. Every node maintains its own permutation vector as follows. If node u does not use slot s i , then v u ½i ¼ 0. If node u uses slot s i to transmit data, then v u ½i ¼ 1. Finally, if node u uses slot s i to receive data from an associated transmitter, then v u ½i ¼ 2. The Uniqueness Property implies that the permutation vector v u of a node u contains just one element that is equal to 1. More formally, 
we have l 1 6 2 Iðl 2 Þ and l 2 6 2 Iðl 1 Þ, that is l 1 and l 2 do not interfere with one another. Notice that element i can be 0 in every permutation vector iff slot s i is not associated to any node.
Let us assume that nodes have been initialized via offline methods so that they all secretly share the same permutation key K, and their on-board SPRNGs are all initialized to the same initial state z 0 . Quantity K and z 0 are randomly selected following the recommendations in [25] . Finally, an initial slot utilization pattern satisfying the Uniqueness and Collision-Free properties has been defined and permutation vectors have been initialized accordingly. Without any loss of generality, we may assume that this initial slot utilization pattern has been defined off-line. Alternatively, it may have been produced by the decentralized Slot Acquisition algorithm described in Section 6.1.
Algorithm 2. Secure Slot Permutation
Upon current superframe expiration:
Since initialization, each node protects itself from the selective jamming attack by periodically performing the Secure Slot Permutation algorithm (Algorithm 2) at the end of every superframe. The SSP algorithm takes a permutation vector as input and (pseudo-)randomly permutes it (line 1). Then, it builds two sets, T and R (lines 2 and 3). Specifically, either T is an empty set (if u is a receiver-only node) or it contains the index of the slot to be used for transmission in the next superframe (Uniqueness property). Instead, R contains the indexes of the slots to be used to receive data during the next superfame. Then, Algorithm 2 returns sets T and R (line 2).
To fix ideas, let us focus on the first execution of the SSP algorithm, i.e., at the end of the first superframe. When this superframe ends, every node executes the SSP algorithm passing its permutation vector as input. As all nodes share the same permutation key K and have the SPRNG in the same state (z 0 ), they compute the same permutation, thus meeting the requirement of consistency. Since the permutation is based on a SPRNG, then it results unpredictable for an adversary who does not know the permutation key, i.e., the adversary cannot predict the slot used by the victim node to transmit data in the next superframe.Note that the only way for the adversary to compute the permutation is to obtain the permutation key. However, this is not possible since the adversary has no access, neither logically nor physically, to the sensor node's memory and the key has a size that discourages any brute force attack. The SSP algorithm operates only on locally available data and, thus, each sensor node can autonomously compute the permutation without exchanging data with other nodes. Also, every execution of the SSP Algorithm causes the counter of the SPRNG to be incremented by N. As all nodes compute the permutation at the end of the superframe, at the end of the first superframe, all SPRNGs are still in the same state, namely z ¼ z 0 þ N: It follows that, in the next execution of the SSP algorithm (end of the second superframe) nodes will compute the same permutation once again, and take their generators into the same next internal state. This reasoning can be iterated for any subsequent superframe, i.e., after r superframes, the internal state of the SPRNG will be z ¼ z 0 þ r Á N. As it turns out, the value of the counter of a SPRNG grows at a speed that is equal to the number of slots N in a superframe.
Note that, the size of the counter of the SPRNG establishes an upper bound to the maximum length of the random output sequence the generator is able to produce. Therefore, the counter size must be adequately large to avoid the counter to wrap-around during the network lifetime (e.g., 64-128 bits). Anyhow, one way to deal with the counter wrap-around is to refresh the permutation key and re-initialize generators. Since the internal states of all SPRNGs remain synchronized over time, the counter wraparound occurs at the same superframe on all sensor nodes.
Hence, at that point in time, all sensor nodes can simultaneously and autonomously generate a new permutation key 
NODE LEAVE
In this section, we describe how JAMMY behaves when sensor nodes leave the network. Upon leaving, a given node u stops using all slots it acquired for data transmission/ reception, and does not perform any further action. The behavior of remaining nodes which were not communicating with u is not affected at all. Conversely, every node t involved in data communication with u behaves as follows. Let T l denote the last superframe during which node u was active. Also, let us indicate as T lþk the superframe when t realizes that node u has left the network. Finally, we refer to s u as the slot that node t is supposed to use to communicate with node u during superframe T lþk . Since u is not active anymore, t updates its own permutation vector as v t ½u ¼ 0, hence slot s u becomes idle. There are different ways for node t to realize that node u has left the network. For instance, node t can assume that node u is not active anymore if no successful communication with u occurs for k consecutive superframes. Alternatively, node u can explicitly alert node t about its own leaving, by means of a dedicated flag in its last data/ack packet transmitted to node t.
In order to assure and maintain network security, it is necessary to provide a new permutation key K to the remaining sensor nodes, by excluding and, thus, logically evicting the leaving ones. This can be done by rekeying, i.e., by revoking the current permutation key and distributing a new one to all nodes but the leaving one. Rekeying is beyond the scope of this paper. The literature provides many rekeying schemes for WSNs, including [26] , [27] , [28] . JAMMY does not pose any particular requirement on rekeying, thus we assume that it employs any available one.
NODE JOIN
JAMMY allows sensor nodes to join the network at any time. In addition, multiple nodes can join the network at the same time by executing a specific join procedure (Section 6.2). The join procedure assumes that every joining node performs a Slot Acquisition algorithm to get a slot in the superframe for data transmission. In principle, any decentralized slot scheduling algorithm could be used for this purpose. In this paper, we propose the following Slot Acquisition algorithm.
Slot Acquisition Algorithm
We assume that joining nodes use a distributed approach, through which they autonomously acquire a slot in the superframe to communicate with a specific intended receiver. The algorithm considered here is an extension of the one presented in [29] which was conceived for singlehop networks. In the following, we refer to a joining node u which wants to acquire a slot to communicate with a receiver node t. For simplicity, we assume that node t is active (i.e. it keeps its radio on) during all slots in the superframe. Since we assume that an arbitrary number of sensor nodes attempts to join the network simultaneously, some of them will compete with node u to acquire a slot for transmitting data to node t, while others will refer to different receivers. However, if two joining nodes are physically close to each other, they might interfere during the slot acquisition phase, as described below.
According to our algorithm, sensor nodes compete to acquire one slot to transmit data to their respective destination node. Specifically, the joining node u contending to acquire a slot s i tries to transmit a fake packet to node t during this slot. If t successfully receives such a packet, it sends back an ACK to u during the same slot s i . If the ACK is successfully received by node u, the latter acquires the right to use slot s i to transmit data to node t in all subsequent superframes. In fact, if both the fake packet and ACK transmissions are successful, then no interference with other links has occurred. Thus, u stops the slot acquisition process, and completes the join procedure (see Section 6.2). Starting from the next superframe, link ðu; tÞ can use s i . Now, let us describe the case when node t has not successfully received any packet during slot s i . This happens if no node has tried to transmit data to t during slot s i , or if a collision has occurred. We have to distinguish two different cases. If v t ½i ¼ 0, i.e., slot s i is idle, then node t performs no further actions. Otherwise, if v t ½i ¼ 2, i.e., slot s i has been already acquired by a transmitter node from which t expects to receive a data packet, then node t broadcasts an Alert packet. This is to notify all joining nodes within the interference range of t that slot s i is not available.
The Slot Acquisition algorithm relies on a random backoff time to prevent collisions from competing joining nodes accessing the same slot s. Specifically, each joining node waits for a random backoff w in the range f0; 1; . . . ; W B À 1g Á D bo , where W B is the backoff window size and D bo is the backoff unit and, then, checks the channel status. If the channel is found idle, it transmits the fake packet. Thus, four possible outcomes can occur: (i) ACK_-RECEIVED; (ii) CHANNEL_BUSY; (iii) ALERT; or (iv) NO_NOTIFICATION. In case of successful ACK reception (case (i)), node u acquires slot s to transmit data to node t, as described above. Note that, once nodes have acquired a slot, in all subsequent superframes they do not wait for any backoff time nor check the channel status before transmitting their data packets. This assures that active nodes have priority over joining nodes. If node u finds the channel busy after the backoff time (case (ii)), it means that other nodes in the proximity of u are already using slot s. Specifically, one or more joining nodes physically close to u have selected a shorter backoff time (i.e., node u has lost the contention), or slot s has been already acquired by a transmitter node. Similarly, if u receives an Alert packet (case (iii)), it means that slot s is not available, as it is used by another transmitter node which is not in the sensing range of u. In both the cases (ii) and (iii), node u tries to acquire the next slot s þ 1 in the current superframe. The last case is when no notification is received by node u (case (iv)). This happens when: a) a link interfering with ðu; tÞ is using slot s; or b) slot s is available but the fake packet of u collided with the fake packet sent by another joining node. In such a case, node u tries again with the same slot s in the next superframe. The rationale behind this is that, if a collision occurred and the number of colliding sensor nodes is limited, the contention will very likely be resolved during the next superframe.
Algorithm
Algorithm 3 shows the actions performed by a joining node u. Initially, it selects a random slot s in the current superframe, in order to perform the contention process. This random choice is aimed at spreading contention attempts within the whole superframe, thus reducing the number of competitors for every single slot, and increasing the success probability. Then, node u contends for slot s using a random backoff time w. As it can be observed, the slot acquisition process can take more than one superframe to complete. Also, note that the Secure Slot Permutation (Section 4.2) complicates the acquisition of a slot, since the slot utilization pattern changes at every superframe.
Join Procedure
In this section, we describe the complete set of actions that any joining node u performs to correctly join the network, including the execution of the Slot Acquisition algorithm described in Section 6.1.
To correctly start the join process at superframe T j , we assume that node u is provided with i) the shared permutation key K; and ii) the value z j to initialize the generator counter z. Node u can retrieve such security material from an additional entity, namely Join Manager, which is responsible for the correct initialization of joining nodes. In principle, the Join Manager can be implemented in both centralized and distributed fashions. Intuitively, a distributed version of the Join Manager can be composed of a set of replicas, each one of which i) holds both the current permutation key and SPRNG state; ii) keeps itself synchronized with superframes in order to maintain an up-to-date value of the SPRNG state; and, iii) participates to rekeying in case of node's leaving. For the sake of space, here we consider a centralized version. One may argue that this may constitute a single point of failure. However, we can reasonably assume that the Join Manager is a special-purpose computer properly designed, implemented and managed to be reliable and secure. Although server reliability and security are still research issues, the literature provides a number of established techniques and methodologies (e.g., [30] , [31] , [32] ).
The centralized Join Manager keeps itself synchronized with superframes to maintain an up-to-date value of the SPRNG state. Besides, it participates to rekeying in case of node's leaving (see above). handler uponðsuperframe expirationÞ 5:
Algorithm 4 describes the specific actions performed by node u during the join procedure. Initially, u initializes its generator to z j and its permutation vector to 0 (lines 1-2) . Then, u executes the Slot Acquisition algorithm (Section 6.1) to acquire a slot s i for transmitting data to its intended receiver t (line 3). The Slot Acquisition process may take one or more superframes to be completed. Then, once initialized, the generator counter has to be kept up-to-date with respect to the one on the other nodes. Therefore, while the slot acquisition process is in progress, we activate a handler (line 4) that updates the generator counter whenever a superframe expires (line 5). Finally, once the slot acquisition process has been completed, node u updates its permutation vector to reflect such a slot acquisition (line 6). Note that node t has to update its own permutation vector v t . Specifically, upon successfully receiving the fake packet from node u during slot s i , node t updates its own permutation vector v t as v t ½i ¼ 2. This ensures that t considers slot s i as reserved for communication with u. Hereafter, at the end of every superframe T m , node u locally determines the slot to be used in the next superframe T mþ1 , according to the Secure Slot Permutation algorithm described in Section 4.2.
ANALYSIS IN STEADY STATE CONDITIONS
In this section, we consider a WSN operating in steady state conditions (i.e., no sensor node joins or leaves the network), and investigate the effectiveness of our proposed solution against selective jamming. Furthermore, we compare JAMMY with a centralized solution, in terms of effectiveness and overhead introduced. For this purpose, we consider a centralized solution that generalizes the solution proposed in [7] . The centralized solution considered here relies on a Coordinator node that, at each superframe T m : i) generates a random slot utilization pattern, namely S m ; and ii) broadcasts S m together with a Message Authentication Code, thereby ensuring S m authenticity and freshness. Then, every node retrieves S m , and becomes aware of the specific slot it is supposed to access at T m to transmit data. Since a new slot utilization pattern S m is randomly created on a per-superframe basis, the only strategy available to the adversary is to randomly pick a slot and jam it.
Effectiveness Analysis
To evaluate the effectiveness against selective jamming, we consider the attack success probability, defined as the fraction of packets transmitted by the victim node u that are corrupted by the attacker. We consider both the case when no countermeasure is used, and the case where either the centralized solution introduced above or JAMMY is used. We recall that, in order to successfully carry out the selective jamming attack, the jammed area must include the receiver node associated with the victim node u. We assume that the communication channel is ideal. Hence, corrupted packets are only due to the selective jamming attack.
Our results are derived by means of simulation experiments. Each experiment consists of 10 independent replications, and, for each replication, 1;000;000 superframes are considered. We averaged simulation results over all replications and derived confidence intervals by using the independent replication method and 95 percent confidence level. Fig. 1 shows the effectiveness of the two different approaches against selective jamming, i.e., the centralized solution and JAMMY, considering three different numbers of slots N in the superframe. We observe that, if no solution is used, all transmissions from node u, occurring during slot s u , are corrupted by the jammer (i.e. attack success probability equal to 1). At the same time, the attack does not affect any other nodes v 6 ¼ u which transmits in a slot s v 6 ¼ s u . Also, as expected, the attack success probability is independent of the number of slots in the superframe. Finally, the adversary also corrupts the transmissions from all other nodes u 0 6 ¼ u using the same victim slot s u , and whose associated receiver is in the jammed area.
Conversely, when using a selective jamming countermeasure (i.e., the centralized solution or JAMMY), the adversary cannot track her target u anymore. Hence, the only available strategy consists of jamming one slot s r , by picking it at random among the N slots in the superframe. As a consequence, the adversary corrupts a fraction ð1=NÞ of the transmissions from every node which uses the jammed slot and whose associated receiver node is in the jammed area. It follows that only 1=N of transmissions from the victim node u is corrupted by the jamming adversary, i.e., if s r ¼ s u . Again, in such a case the adversary also corrupts the transmissions from all other nodes u 0 6 ¼ u which use the same victim slot s u , and whose associated receiver node is in the jammed area. On the other hand, if s r 6 ¼ s u , the adversary ends up to jam transmissions from other nodes v 6 ¼ u which use slot s r and whose associated receiver node is in the jammed area. Hence, if a countermeasure is used, the considered selective jamming attack fails with probability ðN À 1Þ=N.
Let us consider the general case when J > 1 colluding adversaries cooperate to jam transmissions from node u. Specifically, J different slots are selected at random, and each slot is jammed by a different adversary. We assume that J ( N, to fairly model the considered selective jamming attack, rather than a wide-band jamming. Hence, the J adversaries overall corrupt a fraction ðJ=NÞ of the transmissions from every node using one of the J jammed slots and whose associated receiver node is in the jammed area. If the J adversaries are not colluding (i.e. do not cooperate), it is possible that multiple adversaries jam the same slot. Thus, given the number of actually jammed slots J Ã J, the attack success probability is equal to ðJ Ã =NÞ. Fig. 2 reports the simulation results for the case of multiple jammers. Specifically, it shows the attack success probability for different numbers J of (colluding) jammers, when no solution is adopted and when either JAMMY or the centralized solution is used (the superframe size is equal to N ¼ 30 slots). When no solution is adopted, all transmissions from the the victim node are corrupted by the jammers. Conversely, the results obtained when a selective jamming countermeasure is used are fully consistent with the expected theoretical value ðJ=NÞ, i.e., 0:033, 0:10, and 0:167 for J ¼ 1, J ¼ 3, and J ¼ 5, respectively.
Our results show that, from every node's perspective, the percentage of corrupted packets is acceptable and practically affordable, and thus can be suitably handled by means of retransmissions. Furthermore, the attack success probability decreases for greater values of N. This suggests that an appropriate sizing of the superframe would result in a practically ineffective selective jamming attack.
Finally, the centralized solution and JAMMY display the same effectiveness against the considered selective jamming attack. However, if the adversary interfered with the transmission of the slot utilization pattern S m performed by the Coordinator node in the centralized solution, she would be able to prevent sensor nodes from receiving the current slot utilization pattern, thus compromising network communications altogether. Conversely, this cannot happen with JAMMY, as the latter is a distributed solution.
Effectiveness Analysis in a Real WSN
To validate our simulation results and evaluate the effectiveness of JAMMY also in a real WSN, we implemented our solution in the Contiki OS [33] and performed an experimental evaluation on the large-scale public testbed Indriya [34] . Indriya is composed of 97 TelosB sensor nodes deployed in a three-floor building at the National University of Singapore. For each experiment, we considered 100 different configurations, each consisting of a randomly-generated set of transmitter-receiver pairs of nodes in the testbed (i.e. links). To ensure a collision-free transmission schedule, we assigned TDMA slots to links offline, using an edge coloring algorithm [35] . For each network configuration, we also selected (randomly) the victim node and the jammer node. In all our experiments, we considered a single jammer and set the superframe size to N ¼ 30 slots.
We investigated three different scenarios, namely NO ATTACK (there is no selective jamming attack), NO SOLU-TION (the adversary performs a selective jamming attack and no countermeasure is used), and JAMMY (the adversary performs a selective jamming attack and JAMMY is used to contrast it). In order to experience similar conditions, we evaluated the three scenarios back to back. For each scenario, we ran 100 superframes with a certain network configuration and, then, we repeated the same steps for all the considered configurations. The results shown below are averaged over all the considered network configurations. We also show the 95 percent confidence intervals.
As above, to evaluate the attack success probability, we measured the fraction of corrupted packets experienced by nodes. However, in a real environment, the communication channel is not ideal and, hence, packets may be corrupted also due to communication unreliability. Hence, it is important to distinguish between packets corrupted by the jammer and packets altered by transmission errors. To this end, we considered for comparison the NO ATTACK scenario, where no attack occurs and packets are corrupted only due to transmission errors. Fig. 3 shows that, in the considered experiments, the fraction of corrupted packets in the NO ATTACK scenario is very low, almost negligible.
Let us now focus on the two scenarios where a selective jamming attack occurs. Fig. 3 shows that, when no countermeasure is used (NO SOLUTION scenario), all packets originated by the victim node are corrupted, as expected. In addition, transmissions from other nodes using the same victim's slot may be affected as well by the selective jamming attack, hence the fraction of corrupted packets slightly increases with respect to the corresponding value in the NO ATTACK scenario. Instead, there is no significant variation, with respect to the NO ATTACK scenario, in the fraction of corrupted packets experienced by nodes not using the victim's slot.
When using JAMMY to contrast the selective jamming attack, the fraction of corrupted packets experienced by the victim node (and, hence, the attack success probability) reduces to about 4 percent. Considering the small fraction of packets corrupted by transmission errors, this value is consistent with the expected theoretical value 1=N (corresponding to 3:3 percent, since N ¼ 30 in our experiments).
We also observe a reduction-with respect to the NO SOLUTION scenario-in the fraction of corrupted packets experienced by other nodes using the victim's slot. This is because, now, the adversary corrupts a significantly lower fraction of transmissions on that slot. Finally, nodes using a slot different from the victim's one experience a higher fraction of corrupted packets with respect to the NO SOLUTION scenario. This is because, with JAMMY, the transmissions from such nodes can be corrupted by the adversary, if they occur during the jammed slot. The results presented above confirm the ability of JAMMY to effectively contrast selective jamming attacks in a real WSN.
Overhead Analysis
We conclude our analysis in steady-state conditions by evaluating the overhead incurred by JAMMY, and comparing it with that of the centralized solution introduced above.
From a computational standpoint, JAMMY performs only simple encryption operations, during the execution of the SSP algorithm (see Section 4). Since such operations can be efficiently performed by common hardware platforms [36] , the computing overhead introduced by JAMMY results to be negligible. Most importantly, from a communication standpoint, JAMMY does not require sensor nodes to perform any further transmission or reception (in addition to the initial reception of K and z j from the Join Manager). This results in two main advantages. First, it does not determine any reduction of the available network bandwidth. Second, it does not affect the energy consumption of sensor nodes.
Let us now consider the centralized solution. For the purpose of our analysis, the Coordinator node represents a generic slot utilization pattern S m as an array of U elements, where U is the number of active nodes in the WSN. In particular, the ith element of S m specifies the slot to be used at superframe T m by sensor node i. Hence, each element of S m has size equal to dlog 2 Ne bits and the overall size of S m is U Á dlog 2 Ne bits. If we denote by C the size (in bits) of the Message Authentication Code, then the energy overhead introduced by the centralized solution at each superframe is the total energy E centr spent by all sensor nodes to receive the slot utilization pattern. Thus,
where P RX is the radio power consumption in receive mode, and R denotes the data transmission rate. In the following, we refer to a data transmission rate R ¼ 250 Kbit/s [16] and a power consumption P RX ¼ 35:46 mW [36] . Fig. 4 shows E centr for different numbers of active nodes (U) and different sizes of the Message Authentication Code (C). In particular, we refer to a number of slots per superframe N ¼ 30. We can observe that the more nodes in the network, the more energy is consumed. Also, as expected, E centr is higher for larger values of C.
Finally, note that E centr is the constant amount of energy spent by the network at each superframe, hence the impact on energy consumption is constant over time. Instead, as discussed above, JAMMY does not result in any communication overhead other than the initial provisioning of K and z j . Thus, its impact on the network lifetime is negligible, while resulting to be as effective against selective jamming as the centralized solution.
ANALYSIS IN DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
In this section, we analyze JAMMY in dynamic conditions, i.e., when nodes join/leave the network. We develop an analytical model of the JAMMY join procedure, and use it to derive both the average energy and time spent by sensor nodes to join the network. For comparison, in Appendix E, available in the online supplemental material, we also derive similar formulas for the centralized solution.
We consider a generic multi-hop WSN using JAMMY to counteract selective jamming, and focus on a scenario where a number N j of sensor nodes starts the join procedure at the same superframe T j , in order to acquire a slot in the superframe for communication (see Section 6.2). Let L max represent the maximum distance between any two sensor nodes. We denote by R CS ; R I and R TX the carrier sensing, interference and transmission range of each sensor node, respectively. Since we are considering a multi-hop WSN, it follows that R TX < L max . Following the literature, we assume R CS ! R I > R TX . In addition, to simplify our analysis and make it tractable, we assume that R CS ¼ R I > L max . In such a case, all nodes in the WSN can sense and/or interfere each other's transmissions and, hence, the spatial reuse of slots is not possible. It follows that at most N links can be active in the WSN and, hence, this is a critical situation regarding slot acquisition.
At superframe T j , we assume that N A communication links are active in the WSN. It follows that N A N slots of the superframe are already used while the remaining N F ¼ ðN À N A Þ slots can be acquired by joining nodes for communication. In the analysis, we consider the case where N j ¼ N F , i.e., the number of joining nodes is equal to the number of available slots. In Section 9.2, we also consider the case when N j > N F . We point out that, in general, JAMMY allows any number of sensor nodes to simultaneously join the network. Specifically, JAMMY guarantees that any joining node successfully terminates its join procedure in a short amount of time, as long as there is an available slot in the superframe to accommodate its transmissions. The analysis is divided into two parts. First, we consider all the events that can occur during the contention to acquire a slot. For each event, we derive the corresponding probability and the energy spent by contending sensor nodes. Then, we use such probabilities to derive a Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) model of the overall join procedure and calculate the performance metrics of interest. We make the following assumptions about the Slot Acquisition algorithm (Algorithm 3). 1) A simple random backoff algorithm is used to solve contention among sensor nodes trying to acquire the same slot. Before sensing the channel and transmitting a fake packet, each sensor node waits for a random backoff time w in the range f0; 1; . . . ; W B À 1g Á D bo , where W B is the backoff window size and D bo is the backoff unit.
2) All joining nodes start competing at the first slot of superframe T j , i.e., we do not consider the initial randomization (line 1). This maximizes the contention and, hence, models a worst case condition.
Event Probabilities
In this section, we consider all the events that can occur during the contention for a slot and, for each of them, we derive the corresponding probability and the energy spent by the contending sensor nodes.
Let us focus on a generic slot s Ã and assume that M sensor nodes, out of N j , are contending for s Ã . First, let us consider the case when slot s Ã is already used by an active link. Since active nodes have priority over joining nodes, all M joining nodes find slot s Ã already busy. According to the Slot Acquisition algorithm (Algorithm 3), they wait for the next slot in the same superframe. Now, let us analyze the case when slot s Ã is free (it is not currently used by any active link). Given the assumptions, the contention can result in one of the following outcomes. a) SUCCESS. One of the joining sensor nodes successfully transmits its fake packet during slot s Ã and, hence, receives an acknowledgment. b) COLLISION. A collision is experienced by k joining nodes for 2 k M, and no notification is received. c) BUSY CHANNEL. The channel is found busy by h ¼ ðM À kÞ joining nodes, for 0 h ðM À 2Þ, that schedule a retry at the next slot.
Please note that, since we are considering the case when R CS > L max , collisions between data packets and fake packets are not possible. It follows that the receiving nodes will never send ALERT messages. Now, we derive the probability of each of the above mentioned events to occur. Let W B denote the backoff window size. In addition, we introduce the following definitions. We denote by: P F s ðMÞ the probability that a successful transmission occurs; P F c ðk j MÞ the probability that k out of the M contending nodes, k M, experience collision at the free slot; and, finally, P F b ðh j MÞ the probability that h joining nodes find the channel busy at the free slot. The following claim holds.
Proof. Omitted. See Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material. t u Now, let us denote by P RX (resp. P TX ) the power consumed by a sensor node in receive (resp. transmit) mode, and let D tx and D ack represent the duration of packet transmission time and ACK reception time, respectively. Also, let D CS (D to ) denote the duration of the channel assessment (timeout interval). Finally, we indicate as E s ðMÞ and E c ðk j MÞ the total energy consumed when one of the M nodes transmits its packet successfully or k out of the M nodes experience a collision. Moreover, E u is the energy spent by a sensor node during an acquired slot. The following claim holds.
Proof. Omitted. See Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material. t u
Markov Chain Derivation
We are now in a position to derive a Discrete Time Markov Chain model of the JAMMY join procedure, that we use to derive the probability distribution of the joining time and the average energy consumed by sensor nodes. We observe the system at the beginning of every superframe T m , and represent the system state as a vector X m ¼ ½n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n N where element n i for i ¼ 1; . . . ; N refers to the ith slot of the superframe T m . Specifically, n i indicates the number of joining nodes that contend for slot i during superframe T m . We recall that we consider N j sensor nodes joining the network at the same superframe T j and assume that N j ¼ ðN À N A Þ, where N A is the number of slots already acquired at superframe T j . Since there are N j joining nodes, we have n i N j ; 8i. Also, we denote by S m ¼ ½s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s N the slot utilization pattern at the beginning of a superframe T m . Specifically, s i indicates the state of slot s i at superframe T m , i.e., if it is free (F) and, hence, can be acquired by joining nodes or, if it is already acquired (A). Obviously, at superframe T j , N A slots must have state equal to A.
At the beginning of superframe T j , the system state is X j ¼ ½N j ; 0; . . . ; 0, since all joining nodes contend for the first slot of superframe T j (Assumption 2). Then, the system can evolve to different states depending on the slot utilization pattern at superframe T j and the specific events that occur during superframe T j . The join procedure terminates when the system reaches state X f ¼ ½0; 0; . . . ; 0, that is when all joining nodes have successfully acquired a slot for communication and, hence, become active nodes.
We designed an algorithm to i) derive all the possible states where the system can evolve to, ii) compute the probability that the system passes from one state to another, and iii) calculate the average energy spent by the system during each state transition. The algorithm takes as input N, N A , N j and produces as output set V and matrices P and E. Specifically, V is the set of possible system states, and P is the transition probability matrix of the system (i.e., each element P XY where fX; Y g 2 V, indicates the probability that the system changes its state from X to Y ). Finally, E refers to the energy consumption of joining nodes; each element E XY is the average energy consumed by joining nodes when the system changes its state from X to Y . For the sake of space, we describe the designed algorithm in Appendix D, available in the online supplemental material. Here we use V; P; and E to derive: P join ðkÞ; k ¼ 0; 1; :::: probability that the join procedure is over at the beginning of superframe T jþk , i.e. the probability that all joining nodes complete their join procedure in k superframes. P join ðkÞ provides the probability mass function of the joining time. E k ; k ¼ 0; 1; :::: average energy spent by all joining nodes during superframe T jþk . E join : average energy consumed by all joining nodes during the entire duration of the join procedure. E join represents the total join overhead in terms of energy.
To derive P join ðkÞ, we sort the states of the Markov Chain so that the initial state of the system X j ¼ ½N j ; 0; . . . ; 0 and the final state X f ¼ ½0; 0; . . . ; 0 are the first and last one in the sequence, respectively. Also, let v 0 be the initial probability vector, and v k ; k ! 0; the probability vector related to superframe T jþk . With no loss of generality, we can assume that v 0 ¼ ½1; 0; . . . ; 0, thus v k ¼ v 0 Á P k . Hence, the probability that the join procedure has been completed after k superframes, i.e., P join ðkÞ, corresponds to the probability that the system state at step k is X f . Let us denote by jVj the cardinality of the set V, i.e., the total number of system states. Since X f is the last state in the sequence, it follows that
Let us now derive the average energy E k spent by all joining nodes during superframe T jþk ; k ! 0. Let P k X be the probability that the system is in state X at superframe T jþk , for any X 2 V. As P k X is the component of vector v k associated to state X, then the following equation holds:
Equation (10) can be justified as follows. In order to calculate E k , we must consider all possible state changes that can occur from superframe T jþk to the next superframe T jþkþ1 . Hence, the outer sum considers any possible system state X, at superfame T jþk , whose occurrence probability is P k X . Then, for each state X, the inner sum considers all possible states Y where the system can evolve to. Such a transition has a probability occurrence P XY , and is associated with an average energy consumption E XY .
Finally, we derive the average energy (E join ) spent by all joining nodes during the whole join procedure. We recall that the join procedure is over when the system reaches state X f ¼ ½0; 0; . . . ; 0. Thus, E join ¼ m X j ð11Þ, where m X j indicates the average energy consumed by all joining nodes to reach state X f starting from state X j . According to [37] , the average energy m X consumed by the network to reach state X f , starting from any state X 2 V, can be obtained by solving the following linear equation system, with m X as unknowns, and m X f ¼ 0:
where E 0 XY differs from E XY , since it does not take into account the energy consumed by joining nodes after they have completed the join procedure.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the overhead incurred by the join procedure, in terms of duration and energy consumption, by using the equations derived in Section 8. We also compare JAMMY with the centralized solution. To validate our analytical results, we rely on simulation experiments. Unless stated otherwise, the parameter values are as shown in Table 1 . The considered values have been inspired by the 802.15.4 standard [16] . For simulation experiments, we used the same methodology described in Section 7 and considered 10 independent replications, each consisting of 1,000,000 trials. In each trial, N j sensor nodes simultaneously try to join the network. The analysis is organized in two parts. Section 9.1 analyzes the case where the number of joining nodes N j is equal to the number of available slots N F . Then, Section 9.2 considers the case where N j ! N F . Fig. 5 shows the duration of the join process calculated using Equation (9) , for N ¼ 10 and different N j values. In all the considered scenarios N F ¼ N j . Note that analytical and simulation results are very close. As expected, the duration of the joining process significantly increases as N j grows up. This is because, when more sensor nodes try to join the network simultaneously, the probability of collisions in the slot acquisition increases accordingly. However, in all the considered scenarios, the join procedure terminates in few superframes, as the 99th percentile of the distribution is always less than, or equal to, five superframes. Fig. 6 shows the average energy consumed by all N j joining nodes during each superframe (derived from Equation (10)), for N ¼ 10 and different numbers of joining nodes N j (analytical and simulation results almost overlap). The average energy consumption exhibits the same trend for all the considered scenarios. At T j , the energy consumption is higher than during the next superframes, as all joining nodes are still contending to acquire a slot and, hence, there is the maximum level of contention. However, the consumed energy tends to a constant value once the join procedure has been completed. As expected, the energy consumption is higher for greater values of N j , i.e., in the presence of more joining nodes. Fig. 5 shows that, even in the worst case, the 99th percentile of the join duration is less than six superframes. Hence, from Fig. 6 we conclude that, apart from the initial superframe T j , the energy consumed by joining nodes is only slightly higher than the energy consumed after the join procedure has been completed (e.g., from T jþ6 onwards). Thus, the additional energy consumed by sensor nodes during the join process is very limited, compared with the energy consumed during the entire network lifetime.
Analytical Results (N
In Appendix E, available in the online supplemental material, we compute the overhead introduced by the join process when the centralized solution described in Section 7 is used. Fig. 7 compares the energy spent by the joining nodes over time, when either JAMMY or the centralized solution is used. We can observe that, except for superframe T j , where the contention for slot acquisition is very high, JAMMY always results in a smaller energy consumption. This is because JAMMY does not require any data exchange after the join procedure is completed. Table 2 reports E join and E C join , the average total energy spent by all joining nodes during the entire join process, with JAMMY and the centralized solution, respectively. E join and E C join characterize the total overhead of the join procedure in terms of energy consumption. We compute E join according to Equation (11) . Also, E C join is calculated as E C k , with k ¼ 0, according to Equation (30) (Appendix D, available in the online supplemental material), as we optimistically assume that the joining process with the centralized solution is always completed at T j .
From Table 2 , we observe that the total energy consumption due to the join process is smaller when the centralized solution is used (see the difference D E ¼ E join À E C join in the rightmost column). However, note that in the long term JAMMY is significantly more efficient than the centralized solution, due to its distributed nature. Specifically, in the centralized solution, the reception of the slot utilization pattern at every superframe quickly neutralizes the benefit of the shorter join process. To fix ideas, the energy D E saved with the centralized solution when N j ¼ 5 is approximately equal to the energy spent by the same joining nodes to receive the slot utilization pattern for eight consecutive superframes. That is, after only eight superframes, the benefit due to the shorter join process is neutralized.
Simulation Results (N j ! N F )
Now, we rely on simulation to evaluate the join process overhead when the number of joining nodes is higher than or equal to the number of available slots at superframe T j (i.e., N j ! N F ). Note that, in such a case, only N F joining nodes can successfully acquire a slot for communication. Fig. 8 shows the probability distribution function of the joining time, when N ¼ 10; N A ¼ N F ¼ 5, and different values of N j are considered. In all the experiments, we considered the join process completed when N F out of N j joining nodes have successfully acquired a slot.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the duration of the join process increases only slightly with the number of joining nodes N j . Specifically, the 99th percentile of the distribution is always less than, or equal to, five superframes. This means that JAMMY is very efficient in managing contention, even in the presence of a large number of joining nodes. We also measured the energy spent by joining nodes that successfully acquire a slot. We did not observe a significant difference between the cases N j ¼ N F and N j ! N F .
CONCLUSION
We have presented JAMMY, a novel and distributed solution to selective jamming attacks in TDMA WSNs. JAMMY forces the adversary to perform the attack at random, hence reducing its effectiveness to 1=N, where N is the number of slots in the superframe. We have evaluated JAMMY through analysis, simulation and measurements in a real large-scale testbed. When the network is in steadystate conditions, JAMMY introduces no communication or energy overhead, regardless the number of sensor nodes in the network. Hence, it outperforms a generic centralized solution operating in similar conditions, in terms of available bandwidth and energy efficiency. We have analyzed JAMMY in dynamic conditions, i.e., when nodes join or leave. Our results show that the join procedure always terminates in a short number of superframes, and introduces a limited energy consumption on joining nodes. Future works will focus on extending JAMMY for multichannel TDMA WSNs (e.g., with reference to IEEE 802.15.4e). Giuseppe Anastasi is a full professor at the Department of Information Engineering, University of Pisa, Italy. He is also the director in the CINI National Smart Cities Lab. His research interests include pervasive computing, sensor networks, sustainable computing, and ICT or smart cities. He has contributed to many research programs funded by both national and international institutions. He has coedited two books and published more than 120 papers in international journal and conferences. 
